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Abstract—This paper considers a family of greedy contention managers for transactional memory for executing windows of transactions, which aim to provide both good theoretical and practical performance guarantees at the same time. The main approach behind window-based contention managers is to use random delays at the beginning of the window, which have the property that the conflicting transactions are shifted inside the window and their execution times may not coincide. Thus, conflicting transactions can execute at different time slots and potentially many conflicts are avoided. In this paper, window-based contention managers are considered for eager conflict management software transactional memory systems and evaluated using sorted link list, red-black tree, skip list, and vacation benchmarks. The performance of window-based contention managers is compared through experiments with Polka, the published best contention manager, Greedy, the first contention manager with provable theoretical and practical performance properties, and Priority, a simple priority-based contention manager. The results show that window-based contention managers have comparable performance with Polka, and outperform Greedy and Priority, sometimes by significant margins. The evaluation results confirm their benefits in practical performance throughput and other transactional metrics such as aborts per commit, execution time overhead, etc., along with their non-trivial provable properties. This is a significant step toward the design of scalable transactional memory schedulers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Transactional Memory

The recent progress in multi-core architectures presents both an opportunity and challenge for multi-threaded softwares. The opportunity is that threads will be available to an unprecedented degree, and the challenge is that more programmers will be exposed to concurrency related synchronization problems that until now were of concern only to a selected few. Writing concurrent programs is a non-trivial task because of the complexity of ensuring proper synchronization. Due to the well known limitations of conventional lock-based synchronization (i.e., mutual exclusion), researchers considered non-blocking transactions as a viable alternative. Herlihy and Moss [1] proposed transactional memory (TM), as an alternative implementation of mutual exclusion, which avoids many of the drawbacks of locks (i.e., deadlock, priority inversion, etc.) and seeks to reduce programming effort, while maintaining or improving execution performance. Support for the TM model on multi-core architectures has been the focus of several recent research efforts, both in hardware [2–5] and software implementations [6–12], and also in hybrid implementations [13–15].

Shavit and Touitou’s work [10] is the first extension of the TM idea to software transactional memory (STM), where they present a novel software method for supporting flexible transactional programming of synchronization operations. The advantage of STM is the convenience that it offers to the programmer in accessing shared memory resources in a wait-free manner. The fundamental module in STM is the transaction which represents a sequence of shared memory operations (reads and writes) that are performed atomically to a set of shared resources (e.g., shared memory locations). Transactions may conflict when they access the same shared resources. If a transaction T finds that it conflicts with another transaction T’ (because they share a common resource), it has two choices, it can give T’ a chance to finish and commit by aborting itself, or it can proceed and commit by forcing T’ to abort; the aborted transaction then retries again until it eventually commits. The aborted transactions waste computing resources, energy, and reduce the overall performance of the system, sometimes drastically. Ideal execution of concurrent transactions should order them to execute in such a way that it would minimize the number of aborts, but such an ordering may be difficult to obtain because transactions usually act on dynamic data and the conflicts are produced dynamically with no a priori knowledge not even of the data items to be accessed.

In the heart of any STM system is the contention manager which handles the transaction conflicts and schedules appropriately the transactions. Dynamic STM (DSTM) [6], proposed for dynamic-sized data structures, is the first STM implementation that uses a contention manager as an independent module to resolve conflicts between two
transactions and ensure progress — some useful work is done in each time step of execution. Of particular interest are greedy contention managers where a transaction starts again immediately after every abort. Several (greedy and non-greedy) contention managers have been proposed in the literature [9, 16–27].

Empirical studies on most of the contention manager proposals ranging from simple exponential back-off to complex priority-based techniques have shown that the choice of a contention manager can significantly affect the performance of the STM systems, sometimes drastically [6, 7, 17, 20]. Most of the contention managers available in the literature have been assessed only experimentally (e.g., [9, 20–22, 24, 25, 28–30]) by specific benchmarks (simple benchmarks such as link list [6], red-black tree [6], and skip list [31] and more complex benchmarks such as STAMP [32] and STM Bench7 [33]). There is a small amount of work in the literature which analyzes formally the theoretical performance of contention managers [16–19, 21, 23, 26, 27, 34] (details in Section I-D).

As the efficiency of the STM systems relies on the good performance of the contention managers [6, 7, 17, 20], it is of great importance to design contention managers which scale gracefully with the size and complexity of the distributed system (i.e. when the number of cores in a multiprocessor chip increases). The natural question is to design such scalable contention managers which have provable non-trivial good formal performance and promising empirical observable attributes. Formal analysis is important to provide worst-case performance guarantees, and reasoning about their formal correctness and progress properties, while empirical performance determines how efficient and scalable is the contention manager in various practical purposes. These attributes combined are essential toward the design and development of scalable transactional memory systems with guaranteed formal and practical performance which is sustained even when the system size and complexity scales.

B. Window-Based Execution of Transactions

A major challenge in guaranteeing scalable progress through transactional contention managers is to devise a policy which ensures that all transactions commit in the shortest possible time. The main goal is to minimize the makespan which is defined as the duration from the start of the schedule, i.e., the time when the first transaction is issued, until all transactions commit. In a dynamic scenario, the makespan translates to the throughput, measured as the ratio of committed transactions in unit of time. The makespan of the transactional scheduling algorithm can be compared to the makespan of an optimal off-line scheduling algorithm (which has the complete knowledge of the resource requests along with the arrival and execution time durations of transactions) to provide a competitive ratio. The makespan and competitive ratio primarily depend on the workload — the set of transactions, along with their arrival times, execution time duration, and resources they read and modify [26].

The competitive ratio results are not encouraging. For example, in [16] the authors give an O(s) competitive ratio bound, where s is the number of resources. When the number of resources s increases, the performance degrades linearly. A difficulty in obtaining tight bounds is that the algorithms studied in [9, 16–19, 21, 23, 26] apply to the one-shot scheduling problem, where each thread issues a single transaction. One-shot problems are directly related with vertex coloring, where the problem of determining the chromatic number of a graph is reduced to finding an optimal time schedule for the one-shot problem. Since it is known that computing an optimal coloring given complete knowledge of the graph is a very hard problem to approximate, the one-shot problem is very hard to approximate too [35].

In order to obtain non-trivial provable properties along with the promising empirical performance, we consider, in [36], the performance of program executions in windows of transactions (see Fig. 1a), which has the potential to overcome some of the limitations of the coloring reduction in certain circumstances. A M × N window W consists of M threads with an execution sequence of N different transactions per thread. The execution window W can be viewed as a collection of N one-shot transaction sets with M concurrent transactions in each set.

In [36], we show that we can obtain better results by utilizing the window representation. We present a family of window-based greedy contention managers (details in Section II) where transactions are assigned priorities values, such that for some random initial interval in the beginning of the window each transaction is in low priority mode and then after the random period expires the transactions switch to high priority mode. In high priority mode a transaction can only be aborted by other high priority transactions. The random initial delays have the property that the conflicting transactions are shifted inside the window and their execution times may not coincide (see Fig. 1b). The benefit is that conflicting transactions can execute at different time slots and potentially many conflicts are avoided. The benefits
become more apparent in scenarios where the conflicts are more frequent inside the same column transactions and less frequent between different column transactions.

We also analyze the formal performance of window-based contention managers in [36]. Assuming that each transaction has duration $\tau$ and conflicts with at most $C$ other transactions inside the window, we prove that the offline algorithm produces a schedule of length $O((C + N \cdot \log(MN)))$, with high probability. We prove that the online algorithm produces a schedule of length $O((C \cdot \log(MN) + N \cdot \log^2(MN)))$, with high probability. Both of the algorithms exhibited competitive ratio very close to $O(s)$, where $s$ is the number of shared resources. We also give the adaptive version of the previous algorithms which achieves similar worst-case performance but adaptively guesses the value of the contention measure $C$.

C. Contributions

The main contribution of this paper is to analyze the practical performance of window-based algorithm variants given in [36] and demonstrate that efficient contention management is crucial for the good performance of the STM systems. The effective and scalable contention managers should exhibit both good theoretical and empirical performance guarantees to understand better the nature of the problem, where theoretical and practical issues are intertwined.

Window-based contention managers are implemented in DSTM2 [7], an eager conflict management STM implementation\(^1\) that has been modified to employ the random initial delays and frame-based approach to execute transactions. They are evaluated using four widely used benchmarks: sorted link list [6], red-black tree [6], skip list [31], and vacation benchmark from STAMP suite [32].

We present some initial evaluation results showing that window-based contention managers have a very reasonable performance throughput in different TM benchmarks comparing to the other contention managers experimented so far in practice. The performance comparison of window-based contention manager variants is done through experiments using following three widely known contention managers available in the literature: (i) Polka [20], the published best contention manager (although it has no provable properties); (ii) Greedy [17], the first contention manager with provable theoretical and practical performance properties for one-shot scheduling problem; and (iii) Priority [20], a simple priority based contention manager. The final conclusion from the evaluation results is that window-based contention managers achieve comparable performance with Polka, and outperform Greedy and Priority in most of the benchmarks used in the experiments, sometimes by significant margins. The evaluation results confirm the benefits of window-based contention managers in practical performance throughput and other transactional metrics such as aborts per commit, execution time overhead, etc., along with their non-trivial provable properties. This is a very significant step toward designing transactional memory schedulers that cope up with the size and complexity of the number of cores increases in the multi-core architectures.

D. Related Work

In 2003, Herlihy, Luchangco, Moir, and Scherer III [6] proposed Dynamic STM (DSTM) for dynamic-sized data structures. They gave experimental results in DSTM using Polite, Aggressive, and Simple Locking contention management mechanisms on IntSetSimple, IntSetRelease, and red-black tree benchmarks, and conclude that choice of a contention management algorithm can significantly affect the transaction throughput and some contention manager which has good performance at some benchmark may not achieve the same performance result at other benchmarks. Scherer III and Scott, in [20], proposed and analyzed different contention management policies considering visible and invisible versions of read accesses, and different benchmarks that vary in complexity, level of contention, and mix of reads and writes. Their analysis of throughput results reveals that choice of a contention manager is crucial for the performance throughput in different benchmarks. They concluded that Polka generally gives good performance in most of the benchmarks even though it has no provable properties.

The first step towards developing contention managers which exhibit good practical performance along with the non-trivial provable properties is due to Guerraoui et al. [17]. The Greedy contention manager proposed by them is the first contention manager which decides in favor of old transactions using timestamps and achieves $O(s^2)$ competitive ratio in comparison to the optimal off-line schedulers for $M$ concurrent transactions that share $s$ resources, and has promising empirical performance at the same time. They experimented Greedy contention manager in DSTM using link list and red-black tree benchmarks and concluded that it achieves similar performance in comparison to other contention managers like Polka and Aggressive along with its provable properties. Attiya et al. [16] improved the competitive ratio of Greedy to $O(s)$ which is a significant improvement over the previous theoretical result but no experimental results have been given. While previous studies showed that Polka [20] and SizeMatters [22] exhibit good overall performance for variety of benchmarks, Schneider and Wattenhofer’s work [19] showed that they may perform exponentially worse than their RandomizedRounds algorithm from a worst-case perspective.

Other recent works are Serializer [9], Shrink [21], Adaptive Transaction Scheduling (ATS) [25], Steal-On-Abort [24], and Bimodal [26] schedulers. Among them, the Bimodal is proven to be $O(s)$-competitive while rest are at

\(^1\)In an eager conflict management implementation, a contention manager is called right away when a transaction discovers a conflict.
least $O(M)$-competitive in the worst case. One very recent work in the direction similar to bimodal workload model is the balanced workload model$^2$ studied by Sharma and Busch [27]. Their first algorithm Clairvoyant is $O(\sqrt{s})$-competitive and second algorithm Non-Clairvoyant is $O(\sqrt{s} \cdot \log M)$-competitive. They also prove the lower bound of $\Omega(\sqrt{s})$ in the competitive ratio for any algorithm that works on balanced workload model.

E. Outline of Paper

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we discuss window-based contention managers and their provable properties. We present evaluation results in Section III. Section IV concludes the paper with some discussions.

II. WINDOW-BASED CONTENTION MANAGEMENT

A. Execution Window Model and Definitions

We consider $M$ threads $T = \{T_1, \ldots, T_M\}$ and a model that is based on a $M \times N$ execution window $W$ consisting of a set of transactions $T(W) = \{T_{11}, \ldots, T_{1N}, T_{21}, \ldots, T_{2N}, \ldots, T_{M1}, \ldots, T_{MN}\}$, where each thread $P_i$ issues $N$ transactions $T_{ij}, \ldots, T_{ijN}$ in sequence, so that $T_{ij}$ is issued as soon as $T_{i(j-1)}$ has committed. If $N = 1$ then this is similar to the one-shot TM model, that uses one transaction per thread. Each transaction $T_{ij}$ has execution time duration $\tau > 0$. Transactions share a set of $s$ shared resources $\mathcal{R} = \{R_1, \ldots, R_s\}$. Each transaction is a sequence of actions that is either a read or write operation to some shared resource $R$. Concurrent write-write actions or read-write actions to shared objects by two or more transactions cause conflicts between them. If a transactions conflicts then it either aborts, or it may commit and force to abort all other conflicting transactions. In greedy contention management algorithms, if a transaction aborts it then immediately restarts and attempts to commit again.

Let $\mathcal{R}(T_i)$ denote the set of resources used by transaction $T_i$. We can write $\mathcal{R}(T_i) = \mathcal{R}_w(T_i) \cup \mathcal{R}_r(T_i)$, where $\mathcal{R}_w(T_i)$ are the resources which are to be written by $T_i$ and $\mathcal{R}_r(T_i)$ are the resources to be read by $T_i$. Two transactions $T_i$ and $T_j$ conflict if at least one of them writes on a common resource, that is, there is a resource $R$ such that $R \in (\mathcal{R}_w(T_i) \cap \mathcal{R}_w(T_j)) \cup (\mathcal{R}_r(T_i) \cap \mathcal{R}_r(T_j))$. In other words, we can say that $R$ causes the conflict. The conflict graph $G = (\mathcal{E}, \mathcal{E})$ has nodes the transactions, and $(T_i, T_j) \in \mathcal{E}$ for any two transactions $T_i, T_j$ that conflict. The conflict graph can be used to obtain a simple greedy schedule of transactions by computing the vertex coloring of it and committing all transactions of same color simultaneously.

B. Window-Based Contention Management Algorithms

We present and analyze, in [36], a family of window-based contention management algorithms. We briefly describe them here before presenting the experimental evaluation in Section III. We assume that parameters $M$ and $N$ are known to the algorithms and also each thread $P_i$ knows $C_i$, which denotes the maximum number of transactions that any transaction in $P_i$ conflicts with; namely the maximum degree of a node in conflict graph, and $C = \max_i C_i$. We divide time steps into frames which are the time period of durations depend on the nature of the algorithm. Each thread $P_i$ is assigned an initial random time period consisting of $q_i$ frames, where $q_i$ is chosen randomly from the range $[0, \alpha_i - 1]$, $\alpha_i = C_i / \ln(MN)$. Each transaction has two priorities: low or high. Transaction $T_{ij}$ is initially in low priority. Transaction $T_{ij}$ switches to high priority in the first time step of frame $F_{ij} = q_i + (j - 1)$ (this is the assigned frame for $T_{ij}$) and remains in high priority thereafter until it commits.

1) Offline Algorithm: This algorithm is a basic greedy algorithm which uses the conflict graph explicitly to resolve conflicts of transactions. It is called offline because of its use of dynamic conflict graph explicitly to resolve the conflicts between transactions at each step of execution. Each transaction’s priorities are used to resolve conflicts. A high priority transaction may only be aborted by another high priority transaction. A low priority transaction is always aborted if it conflicts with a high priority transaction. In this algorithm the frames are of size $\Theta(\ln(MN))$ time steps.

The intuition behind the algorithm is as follows: consider a thread $P_i$ and its first transaction in the window $T_{i1}$. According to the algorithm, $T_{i1}$ becomes high priority in the beginning of frame $F_{i1}$. Because $q_i$ is chosen at random among $C_i / \ln(MN)$ positions it is expected that $T_{i1}$ will conflict with at most $O(\ln(MN))$ transactions in its assigned frame $F_{i1}$ which become simultaneously high priority in $F_{i1}$. Since a time frame contains $\Phi = \Theta(\ln(MN))$ time steps, transaction $T_{i1}$ and all its high priority conflicting transactions will be able to commit by the end of time frame $F_{i1}$, using the conflict graph. The initial randomization period of $q_i$. $\Phi$ frames will have the same effect to the remaining transactions of the thread $P_i$, which will also commit within their assigned frames.

2) Online Algorithm: This algorithm is online in the sense that it does not depend on knowing the conflict graph to resolve conflicts. This algorithm is similar to Offline with the difference that for the conflict resolution it uses a subroutine a variation of RandomizedRounds [19]. The frames are of size $\Theta(\ln^2(MN))$ time steps and two different priorities are associated with each transaction under this algorithm. The pair of priorities for a transaction is given as a vector $(\pi^{(1)}, \pi^{(2)})$, where $\pi^{(1)}$ represents the Boolean priority value low or high (with respective values 1 and 0) as described in Offline algorithm, and $\pi^{(2)} \in [1, M]$ represents the random priorities used in RandomizedRounds algorithm. The conflicts are resolved in lexicographic order based on the priority vectors, so that vectors with lower lexicographic order have higher priority.

When a transaction $T$ is issued, it starts to execute
We perform our experiments in DSTM2 immediately in low priority (π(1) = 1) until the respective randomly chosen time frame F starts where it switches to high priority (π(1) = 0). Once in high priority, the field π(2) will be used to resolve conflicts with other high priority transactions. A transaction chooses a discrete number π(2) uniformly at random in the interval [1, M] on start of the frame F_ij, and after every abort. In case of a conflict of T with another high priority transaction K which has higher π(2) value than T, then T proceeds and K aborts. The procedure abort(T, K) aborts transaction K.

3) Adaptive Algorithm: The algorithms Offline and Online have a limitation that they need to know Ci. This algorithm removes this limitation by allowing each thread to guess the individual values of Ci. The simple adaptive algorithm can start by allowing each thread Pi to start with assuming Ci = 1. Based on the current estimate Ci, the thread attempts to execute Online algorithm, for each of its transactions inside the window. Now, if the choice of Ci is correct then each transaction of the thread in the window W of the thread Pi should commit by the end of the respective assigned frame that it becomes high priority. Thus, all transactions of thread Pi should commit within the time estimate of Online algorithm. However, if thread Pi is unable to commit one of its transactions within its assigned frame (we call this a bad event), then thread Pi will assume that the choice of Ci is incorrect, and will start over again with the remaining transactions assuming C’i = 2 · Ci. Eventually thread Pi will guess the right value of Ci for the window W, and all its transactions will commit within their respective time frames. It is easy to see that the correct choice of Ci will be reached by a thread Pi within logCi iterations. We discuss other variants of Adaptive used in experiments in Section III-A.

C. Formal Performance Properties of the algorithms

The contention measure C within the window is proposed to allow more precise statements about the worst-case complexity bound of any contention management algorithm. Based on C we prove, in [36], the following theorems for the first algorithm Offline:

Theorem 2.1 (Makespan of Offline): Algorithm Offline produces a schedule of length O(τ · (C + N · log(MN))) with probability at least 1 − (MN)^−1, where τ is the execution time duration of any transaction inside the window.

Theorem 2.2 (Competitive Ratio of Offline): The makespan of the schedule produced by Algorithm Offline has competitive ratio O(s + log(MN)) with probability at least 1 − (MN)^−1 for any choice of C, where s is the number of shared resources.

For the second algorithm Online we prove the following theorems in [36]:

Theorem 2.3 (Makespan of Online): Algorithm Online produces a schedule of length O(τ · (C · log(MN) + N · log^2(MN))) with probability at least 1 − 2 · (MN)^−1.

Theorem 2.4 (Competitive Ratio of Online): The makespan of the schedule produced by Algorithm Online has competitive ratio O(s · log(MN) + log^2(MN)) with probability at least 1 − 2 · (MN)^−1 for any choice of C.

An advantage of our algorithms is that if the conflicts inside the window are bounded by C ≤ N · log(MN) then the upper bounds we have obtained are within poly-logarithmic factors from optimal, since N is a trivial lower bound in execution time. This is an improvement over the trivial approach of using N one-shot executions.

III. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The experimental evaluation aims to investigate the performance benefits of the window-based contention management algorithms by executing several benchmarks using different contention configurations (ranging from low contention to high contention). The platform used to execute benchmarks is an Intel i7 (4-core) Processor 2.66 GHz system with 8GB RAM, running Windows 7 Enterprise, and using Java 1.6.0_14. We perform our experiments in DSTM2 [7], an eager conflict management STM implementation, using the default shadow factory and visible reads. DSTM2, like other STMs (e.g., TL2 [8], RSTM [37], TinySTM [38]), creates a number of threads that concurrently execute transactions. Experiments are executed with M = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 threads, N = 50, and αi = Ci/log(MN) at most N. We run the experiments for 10 seconds and the data plotted are the average of 6 experiments.

The benchmarks used to evaluate our window-based algorithms are link list [6], red-black tree [6], skip list [31], and vacation benchmark from the STAMP suite [32]. Hereafter, we refer them as List, RBTREE, SkipList, and Vacation, respectively for clarity and conciseness. The benchmarks are configured to generate large amounts of transactional conflicts (i.e., high contention scenarios) that facilitate us to evaluate the algorithms we proposed in this paper. The evaluation of our algorithms has been done by changing the amounts of transactional conflicts from low contention scenario to high contention scenario on the benchmarks. Here we briefly describe each benchmark used in the experiments.

The List and RBTREE benchmarks transactionally insert and remove random numbers into a sorted linked list and a tree, respectively. The SkipList is a benchmark that stores a sorted list of items, using a hierarchy of linked lists that connect increasingly sparse subsequences of the items. The insertion and removal of an item in the SkipList is also done...
transactionally. List, RBTree, and SkipList are configured to perform randomly selected insertion and deletion of transactions with equal probability. Vacation is a benchmark from the STAMP suite which simulates a travel booking database with three tables to hold bookings for flights, hotels, and cars. Each transaction simulates a customer making several bookings, and thus several modifications to the database. High contention scenario is achieved by configuring Vacation to execute many transactions which perform large number of modifications to the travel booking database.

A. Algorithm Variants Used in Experiments

We now briefly describe the window-based algorithm variants used in the experiments (see Fig. 2 for their performance throughput). We did not use Offline algorithm in evaluation because it resolves conflicts based on the conflict graph, which requires global knowledge.

- **Online**: is the same algorithm described in Section II.
- **Online-Dynamic**: is the improved version of Online algorithm where frames are dynamically contracted or expanded based on the amount of contention inside the frame (see Section III-B for details). Both of the algorithms Online and Online-Dynamic assume the contention measure $C_t$ for each thread $P_t$ to determine the random initial delay at the beginning of the window.
- **Adaptive**: is same as the one described in Section II.
- **Adaptive-Improved**: is the variant of Adaptive algorithm where the new contention measure value $C'_t$ is calculated based on the contention intensity (CI) calculation similar to [25].
- **Adaptive-Improved-Dynamic**: is the variant of Adaptive-Improved where frames are dynamically contracted or expanded similar to Online-Dynamic.

The performance of our window-based algorithms is compared through experiments with the following contention managers (see Fig. 3). We briefly describe them here (see [17, 20] for the detailed description):

- **Polka**: combines Karma and Backoff by giving the enemy transaction exponentially increasing amounts of time to commit, for a number of iterations equal to the difference in the transactions’ priorities, before aborting the enemy transaction [20].
- **Greedy**: aborts the younger transaction between the two conflicting transactions based on static timestamps, unless the older transaction is suspended or waiting [17].
- **Priority**: is a static priority-based manager, where the priority of a transaction is its start time, that aborts lower priority transactions during conflicts [20].

B. Throughput Results

The throughput results of these algorithms in List, RBTree, SkipList, and Vacation benchmarks are given in Fig. 2. Performance variance is generally minimal between the two best performing strategies Online-Dynamic and Adaptive-Improved-Dynamic.

Window-based contention managers use the randomized time period at the beginning of the window and the frames of fixed sizes for the transactions which are in high priority at the same frame to execute and commit. Due to the randomized interval, the probability of conflict among transactions that are in high priority at particular frame is very low. As a result, they may finish execution and commit sufficiently before the end of the frame. The remaining time between the last transaction in the frame commit and the end of the frame is wasted in the algorithms described in Section II. To utilize that time we devised Online-Dynamic and Adaptive-Improved-Dynamic which work based on dynamic contraction of the frames, i.e., as soon as last transaction inside a particular frame finishes, we start the new frame. This helps in reducing the overhead imposed by random delay in the beginning and the size of the frames. As shown in Fig. 2, dynamic variants always perform better in comparison to their static variants Online and Adaptive-Improved. Similarly, if all the transactions inside a particular frame do not commit until the end of the frame, we can expand the frame till all the transactions commit. The basic expansion of the frame can be obtained by adding an extra frame. As window-based contention managers obey pending commit property [17], even if all the transactions conflicts with each other and they need to be serialized, all transactions, with very high probability, finish by the end of the frame. Thus, frame expansion is generally not needed.

The throughput comparison of our algorithms with Polka, Greedy, and Priority in List, RBTree, SkipList, and Vacation benchmarks is given in Fig. 3. We compare the performance of window-based algorithms with Polka because it is the published best contention manager for most of the transactional memory benchmarks (although it has no provable theoretical bounds). Similarly, we compare with Greedy because it is the first contention manager that exhibits non-trivial provable worst-case guarantees along with good empirical performance. We are specially interested to the comparison results with Greedy because of its both theoretical and practical performances. Priority is the simplest contention manager for comparison which decides to abort the transaction based on priority comparison. Curiosity observation of initial experimental results shows that our contention managers always improve throughput over Greedy in List, RBTree, and Vacation (see top left, top right, and bottom right of Fig. 3), sometimes by significant margins. The performance improvement is generally 2–4 fold in List, 2–3 fold in RBTree, and 2 fold in Vacation than Greedy. The throughput results are comparable to Polka in all the benchmarks, except Vacation where window variants outperform by 1.5–2×. In SkipList, the performance is little
Figure 2: Performance throughput results comparison of different window-based algorithm variants in List, RBTree, SkipList, and Vacation benchmarks.

Figure 3: Performance throughput results comparison between best performing window algorithms and Polka, Greedy, and Priority contention managers in List, RBTree, SkipList, and Vacation benchmarks.
Figure 4: Aborts per commit results comparison between window-based algorithm variants and Polka, Greedy, and Priority contention managers in List, RBTree, SkipList, and Vacation benchmarks.

Figure 5: Comparison of total time needed by window-based algorithm variants and Polka, Greedy, and Priority contention managers to commit 20000 transactions in List, RBTree, SkipList, and Vacation benchmarks using 32 threads.
bit worse but comparable (see bottom left of Fig. 3).

C. Aborts per Commit Results

Aborts per commit is the ratio of number of aborts to the number of commits of transactions. It is another metric used to measure the efficiency of the contention manager in utilizing the computing resources. The higher aborts per commit ratio signifies the waste of computing resources due to the aborted transactions. Fig. 4 shows aborts per commit results. The results indicate that best performing window-based variants reduce the number of aborts per commit in List, RBTree, and Vacation significantly in comparison to Greedy and Priority (2–10× less) and the number of aborts are comparable to Polka (only 1–3× more) in all benchmarks except Vacation where window-based variants outperform by 2–4×. The aborts per commit results are comparable for all strategies due to low conflict probability in SkipList in comparison to other benchmarks.

D. Execution Window Overhead Results

We measure the overhead of window model by allowing the window-based algorithms to execute 20000 randomly generated transactions in each benchmarks and measure the total time needed to commit all of them. We perform the experiments using 32 threads in three different contention scenarios (i.e., amount of contention): (i) Low contention – each transaction needs to perform only 20% update operations; (ii) Medium contention – each transaction needs to perform 60% update operations, hence medium amount of contention; and (iii) High contention – each transaction needs to do 100% update operations, hence high contention. That is, increasing percentage of update operations increase the probability of contention among transactions.

Fig. 5 shows the results for the total time needed for different contention management strategies (window-based and others) to commit 20000 randomly generated transactions on List, RBTree, SkipList, and Vacation benchmarks under different amounts of contention using 32 threads. Our best performing algorithms (Online-Dynamic and Adaptive-Improved-Dynamic) always need less time than Greedy and Priority in List and RBTree (see top left and top right of Fig. 5). The time needed in List and RBTree by Online-Dynamic is 100–228% less than Greedy and 175–200% less than Priority in low contention and only 2–3× more than Polka. The similar kind of performance result can also be seen in medium and high contention configuration of List and RBTree benchmarks. In the SkipList (see bottom left of Fig. 5), the overhead is high (2–3× worse) in our algorithm due to initial randomization period and time needed for adaptive guessing of contention (not from the time needed to execute transactions) which is not needed in other contention managers. If we do not consider the aforementioned overheads, window-based algorithms achieve similar time performance. In Vacation, window-based variants outperform Polka and Greedy but give comparable performance to Priority. In summary, in low-contention scenario, the overhead is visible like in SkipList, but in high-contention scenario, the overhead due to randomization is negligible like in List, RBTree, and Vacation; hence the benefits can be achieved using window-based contention managers.

IV. Conclusion

We considered greedy contention managers for transactional memory for $M \times N$ windows of transactions with $M$ threads and $N$ transactions per thread and present and evaluate their variants for contention management in transactional memory using List, RBTree, SkipList, and Vacation benchmarks on a widely used eager conflict management STM implementation called DSTM2. These algorithms are efficient, adaptive, and improve on the worst-case performance of previous results and are the first such results for the execution of sequences of transactions instead of the one-shot scheduling problem considered in the literature. The initial evaluation results confirm the benefits of window-based algorithms in practical performance throughput and other transactional metrics such as aborts per commit, execution time overhead, etc., along with their non-trivial provable properties. Window-based algorithms present new trade-offs in the design and analysis of contention managers, which achieve both good theoretical and empirical performance guarantees.

We are highly encouraged by the results from window model evaluation. In this direction, window-based algorithms can also be evaluated for other performance measures such as wasted work, repeat conflicts, average committed transactions duration, average response time, etc. Wasted work metric is the ratio which measures the proportion of execution time spent in executing aborted transactions and it is useful in measuring the cost of aborted transactions in terms of computing resources. Similarly, repeat conflicts measures the amount of time spent in executing aborted transactions. Aborts per commit, wasted work, and repeat conflicts are related and minimizing the one metric automatically improve the performance on other metric. In this sense, they complement each other. However, aborts per commit and repeat conflicts ignore the execution durations of the aborted and committed transactions. Since window model reduced the number of aborts using randomization, which in turn should have reduced the average committed transactions duration and repeat conflicts. At last, the average response time bounds the time spent by individual transaction in the system. We defer the evaluation of window model evaluation on these aforementioned performance measures for future work. We also plan to continue our evaluation in other complex benchmarks from the STAMP suite [32] (such as kmeans, bayes, genome, etc.), and STMBench7 [39].
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